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World Book: Kids 
• World Book: Kids gives kids the resources to start 

learning and doing their own research on an 
endless number of topics. The site offers links to 
additional resources like the French and Spanish 
language encyclopaedias 

 

• The website helps kids learn how to cite sources, 
compare information and start learning about new 
people, places and things. 

 

• You do not have to create an account to use this 
website and the content is available anywhere you 
have internet 



Search and Browse 

• If you know exactly what you are looking for, 

type it into the search bar and click the green 

magnifying glass 

 

 

 

• If you aren't sure what you are looking for you 

can select Explore or click on the rotating 

background of random articles. 



Pictures & Videos 

• Selecting Pictures & Videos will bring you to the  

Dig in! page where you select your category 

and the subcategories from it 

 

 

• Wherever you end up focusing on, World Book: 

Kids will give you images and videos about 

people, places or things 



World of Animals 

Select World of Animals to find out information about 

a certain animal or to compare different animals. 



Activities 

Choose an topic or activity type to focus on and 

pick your activity from the options in it. 



Maps & More 
Look at maps on an interactive map, the World 

Book Atlas and get printable colouring pages with 

country outlines and flags. 



Games 
• Have fun with puzzles, matching games, sorting 

games, multiple choice games and crosswords.  

 

 

 

 

• You can also find your games based on their 

subject. 



Important People 
Important People helps you find a specific person 
that you may not know. In an event where you 
need to learn about a female politician but don’t 
know any, you can come here and select those 
qualifications. You can also use the search bar to 
search for someone. 



Compare Places 

Select Compare Places to find out information 

about a certain province, country or continent or 

to compare provinces, countries, or continents. 

 



Science Projects 

Choose a topic to find a project to do. Projects 

will include a list of what you need, instructions 

and discussion suggestions. 



Dictionary 
Dictionary allows you to search for specific words 

to get a definitions, find another words near it in 

the dictionary, and how to find help in a 

dictionary when you are looking for help with 

sentences and phrases. 



Questions? 

 

Any questions, comments or concerns are 
welcome. Please feel free to contact: 

 

 

Samantha Mercer 

Digital Learning & Outreach Librarian 

smercer@peacelibrarysystem.ab.ca 
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